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Chapter 1 : Full Scale Aerodynamic Wind Tunnel | MIRA
Automotive wind tunnel design, test results, and correlations.. [Society of Automotive Engineers.;] -- Dealing primarily
with wind tunnel design and the correlation between tunnel test results and road testing, this book will interest everyone
involved in aerodynamic design or testing.

Some of the key elements which separate us from almost all other wind tunnels in the world are the use of our
rolling road and integrated model motion system automated pitch, roll, yaw, heave and front wheel steer
which allows for more realistic testing. Continually striving for the perfect testing tool, ARC is committed to
evolving its wind tunnel technology to parallel the improvements in technology. For information on booking
contact ARC today via email or by calling Rolling Road The moving ground, rolling road at the ARC wind
tunnel is one of the key components that helps set the wind tunnel apart from almost all commercially
available wind tunnels in the world. At the start of the road section is a suction box to ensure correct boundary
layer flow along the entire road. A complex steering system keeps the road steady. The road is kept flat by a
platen plate that is also chilled to ensure the air flow is realistic. Designed in house by ARC, the model motion
system is a state of the art scale model force measurement system. Accurate and repeatable aerodynamic
numbers are produced by mounting the system inside of the scale model and utilizing an Aerotech 6-axis force
measurement balance. The system also features an all new internal gear system to minimize backlash and
provides high level accuracy of model movement. To use or purchase contact ARC today via email or by
calling Tire Technology ARC has invested a large amount of time in wind tunnel scale model tire technology.
Three levels of tire technology is available. Pneumatic Tires are the ultimate in scale model tire technology,
ARC is one of only two companies in the world with the knowledge base to make scale model wind tunnel
pneumatic tires. These custom tires provide realistic sidewall flex for maximum real world correlation. For
more on this top level technology, visit the Pneumatic Tires product page. Carbon Fiber is the customary,
traditional material for scale wind tunnel testing. The ultimate tire for long term, maintenance free testing.
Quick Build Tires using 3D Printing, Rapid Prototyping, technology allows for multiple tire and tread shape to
be tested without long lead times and expensive costs. There is no way to get faster results on tire shapes.
While the model looks just like the full size counterpart, they are built in a modular manner to allow large or
individual sections to be changed very quickly to investigate a completely different design. This allows
customers to test a larger number of development parts in a shorter time frame than with other aerodynamic
testing methods. ARC Scale Model Engineering Design services is a world leader, ranging from single test
models to long term multiple year programs. To have your vehicle built as a scale model or to use your styling
clay model in the ARC wind tunnel, contact ARC today via email or by calling Model Making Services
Rolling road, scale models are intricately detailed and their necessity for accuracy requires the most adept
artisans. The ARC model makers rank amongst the finest in the industry. Currently, there is not a program of
study to train the type of model makers employed by ARC. A broad range of shop skills, such as metal
fabrication, machining, woodworking and composite techniques, are minimum requirements that are woven
with an internal learning curve that allows ARC to boast the best scale model wind tunnel testing support in
the business. Model Installation The process of installation a scale model is surprising complex and ARC
technology and knowledge allows it to be done at a highly repeatable level, test to test. If the installation is
done incorrectly, repeatability will never be possible. This portability allows it to be brought into the wind
tunnel and scanning done on the spot. This helps to capture new designs at the inspection model setup height.
Full Scale Wheel Rig Ventilation drag or the aerodynamic torque generated by spinning of the wheels is a
large part of vehicle aerodynamic losses, up to 40 counts of drag. This effect is not usually measured by any
wind tunnel testing facilities. ARC is developing and building in-house a full scale wheel rig for use in its
wind tunnel to help push the industry forward. This wheel rig will be available for public use when completed.
Generation 1 testing on the rig has been completed and generation 2 development is currently underway. Long
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term development will include being able to mount an entire corner of a car onto the rig. To sign up for future
use, contact ARC today via email or by calling Wall Simulation As the saying goes at Indianapolis Motor
Speedway, speed is found inches from the wall, but as those who run there know, aerodynamics is the key to
speed. The aerodynamics of a car close to a wall is drastically different from normal free stream running. The
importance of wall simulation is not just limited to ovals, but anytime a car comes close to a wall, such as on
turn in or exit of a street course. Understanding this phenomenon is crucial to creating useful lap simulations
and for driving simulators. Currently the phenomenon is looked at exclusively through CFD, however,
validation has proven difficult. A physical wall will be able to dynamically move, yaw and curve, yes, curve,
from the wind tunnel control room and ensure the boundary layer will be correct. This will allow our
customers to improve their correlation to simulation and track results. ARC will be the first commercially
available facility in the world to offer this and is on track to be available for use later this year. The following
models are available for use:
Chapter 2 : Standard wind tunnel models - Wikipedia
Automotive Wind Tunnel Design, Test Results, and Correlation (S P (Society of Automotive Engineers)) [Sp] on
www.nxgvision.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers.

Chapter 3 : Automotive Testing - Trilion Quality Systems - Digital Image Correlation
This paper describes results of the correlation tests between several full-scale automotive wind tunnels in Japan. The
tests were carried out during FY by members of the working group for wind tunnel correlation test, which was organized
in JSAE Vehicle Aerodynamics Research Committee.

Chapter 4 : Wind Tunnel Vehicle Testing Facility | ARC
Previously reported correlation exercises involving aerodynamic force measurements on Volkswagen and Pininfarina
reference cars have been extended to include the MIRA full-scale wind tunnel, following recent significant modifications
to the tunnel and the data reduction procedure. For the Volkswagen.

Chapter 5 : Small scale wind tunnels - www.nxgvision.com
With reference to the German-Dutch Wind Tunnel a method is discussed for correction blockage effects on passenger
cars tested in a closed test section of a wind tunnel normal to the flow and in a cross wind flow up to 30Â°.
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